TABLES

DINING TABLES
CONSOLES
SMALL AND COFFEE TABLES
BEDSIDE TABLES
NED Dining table/ESAGONO Small tables/NORIKO Table lamp
ELISEO

Eliseo can be used as a dining table but also as an executive office desk. Its look recalls the cubist language with a compact and monolithic design. The table can be completely disassembled in order to make transport easier. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
280x110x75h cm - Inch 110.2x43.3x29.5h

FINISHES FIXED VERSION
CANALETTO WALNUT / PATINATED LINEN / SMOKED GOLD
JINGO

Jingo is a round dinner table featuring a thin 1.2 cm top enriched with decorative metal insets and frame. The four sections in which the metal insets divide the top into show an effect of different 45° orientation of the wood veneer. The legs are characterized by a distinctive circular sector-shaped section. The most precious version features a beautiful top in Green Mylonite Stone in a single slab without insets.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 120x75h cm - Inch Ø 47.2x29.5h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- GREEN MYLONITE / CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

* CODE: 048875 CA918 C4856
** CODE: 048943 CA969 C0086
MELROSE

The Melrose range includes a set of two round coffee tables and a round dining table. The dining table features four legs and a base structure in metal. The curved legs are built directly into the metal profile of the top. The top is in wood and has a reduced thickness of only 2.2 cm, to highlight the concept of lightness.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 130x75h cm - Inch Ø 51.1x29.5h

FINISHES
CODE: 049309 CA899 C9453
NATHAN Rectangular version

Nathan is a range of dining tables inspired by the Matrix collection of consoles, recalled by the extra thin tops (1 cm - Inch 0.4) and the metal legs with triangular section. The use of special finishes enriches the clean, elegant lines of the table. The possible materials are the same featured on the Matrix range, allowing clients to furnish an entire living room with the same finishing (dining table, coffee table, side tables and console). The outer side of the legs is in the same finish of the top. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
240x110x75h cm - Inch 94.4x43.3x29.5h
270x110x75h cm - Inch 106.2x43.3x29.5h

FINISHES
BLACK CRACKLED LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

CODE: 045661 CA439 C0020 (270 CM)
NED

Ned is a round table available in two sizes, for six or nine people. It features some distinctive details like the elliptical legs - in solid wood - close to the top edge and the horizontal bars jointing them. The top is divided into three sections featuring Tamo veneer. The horizontal bars, which grant more stability to the whole structure, become also a decorative element since they are entirely covered with leather (cuoio).

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 160x75 cm - Inch Ø 62.9x29.5h
Ø 200x75 cm - Inch Ø 78.7x29.5h

FINISHES
DOVE GREY TAMO /
CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
NELSON

The distinctive feature of the Nelson range is the suspended rectangular top, which makes the whole structure look particularly light. Legs have a bridge shape with a rectangular section. Nelson is available with a base structure in Antique Brown Oak and top/legs in Antique Gold Leaf available with extensions (240 cm only) or without (280 cm).

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
240x110x75 cm - Inch 94.4x43.3x29.5h

EXTENDABLE VERSION
The extendable version features external extensions of 65 cm.
280x110x75h cm - Inch 110x43.3x29.5h

FINISHES

ANTIQUE GOLD LEAF / ANTIQUE BROWN OAK

* CODE: 049113 CA835 C0461 (240 CM)
NEW YORK

New York is a round table, fixed or with external extensions of 75 or 90 cm, depending on the diameter. MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
- Ø 180x75h cm - Inch Ø 70.9x29.1h (extensions 90 cm)
- Ø 150x75h cm - Inch Ø 59.1x29.1h (extensions 75 cm)

**FINISHES**
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 045485 CA336 C0053 (180 CM)
OLIVER

Oliver is a dining table with a top of 4 cm, marked by two Z-shaped legs in metal. The metal element is a unique piece, designing not only the legs but becoming also the profile for the ends of the top. The version in wood features a palm veneer thicker than average. The bottom side of the top of this version is made with toulipier wood.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
240x105x75 cm – Inch 94.4x41.3x29.5h
280x105x75 cm – Inch 110.2x41.3x29.5h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- METALLIZED DARK GREEN LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- PALM / SATIN BLACK NICKEL

* CODE: 050098 CA398 C0086 (280 CM)
**ARMANI / CASA**

**TROCADERO**

Trocadero is the most iconic Armani/Casa table. Its silhouette is marked by the design of the four legs, placed so that they create the illusion of only two monolithic elements below the table top. Trocadero can be customized by choosing among four different sizes and many finishes, from classic to more particular ones. Options with two materials refer to the finishing of the top and of the legs respectively. The version with Brushed Greige Oak presents a top covered by tempered extra-clear glass.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

210x105x75h cm - Inch 82.7x43.3x29.5h
240x105x75h cm - Inch 94.5x43.3x29.5h
270x110x75h cm - Inch 106.3x43.3x29.5h
300x120x75h cm - Inch 118.1x47.2x29.5h

**FINISHES**

- **BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO / SATIN BLACK NICKEL**
- **BRUSHED BROWN OAK**
- **BRUSHED BROWN OAK / SATIN BLACK NICKEL**
- **BRUSHED GREIGE OAK / BLACK CRACKLED LACQUER**
- **MUD DRAFTED STUCCO / SATIN BLACK NICKEL**
- **PATINATED LINEN / BLACK MAPLE**
- **WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO / SATIN BLACK NICKEL**

*CODE: 048345 C0975 C0020 (270 CM)*
OWEN

Dining table with squared shape. Owen features a thin top with metal frame, lying on four legs with triangular section. Since the legs are aligned with the upper metal profile, the table shows “cut” corners where the legs reach the top. The version in oak does not feature any metal part. Owen is available also in rectangular shape.

**DIMENSIONS**

- 120x120x75h cm - Inch 47.2x47.2x29.5h
- 160x160x75h cm – Inch 62.9x62.9x29.5h
- 240x110x75h cm – Inch 94.4x43.3x29.5h
- 270x110x75h cm – Inch 106.2x43.3x29.5h

**FINISHES**

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
- RED DRAFTED STUCCO / SATIN NATURAL BRASS

**CODE: 050094 CA249 C0074 (160 CM)**

**CODE: 050095 CA918 C4856 (240 CM)**
ENYA

The Enya console is available in a low and a tall version. Enya low is made specifically to be positioned on the back of the 3 seats Canaletto sofa and similar, but can also be used as a low console. Enya tall to be used in an entrance/corridor, a living room or behind sofas with higher backrests like Engadin or London. The design is the same for all size options, with a slight difference for the longest versions: for technical reason, in fact, they feature an additional central leg that reaches the top, dividing the shelves in two.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

**ENYA TALL**
- 100x44x75 cm - Inch 39.4x17.3x29.5h
- 150x44x75 cm - Inch 59.1x17.3x29.5h
- 205x44x75 cm - Inch 80.7x17.3x29.5h
- 285x44x75 cm - Inch 116.1x17.3x29.5h

**ENYA LOW**
- 282x44x60h cm - Inch 111x17.3x23.6h
- 298x44x60h cm - Inch 117.3x17.3x23.6h
- 312x44x60h cm - Inch 122.8x17.3x23.6h
- 328x44x60h cm - Inch 129.1x17.3x23.6h

FINISHES EXTENDABLE VERSION

- BLACK MAPLE
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

* CODE: 048675 CA336 C0053 (328 CM)
EVANS

The Evans console features a hidden storage compartment closed by a flap door. Available in one size only, this console is made of a suspended central element and two built-in flush legs in metal with square section placed on the sides. The hidden compartment has no exposed hinges to be almost invisible, and features a slow closing system. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
120x36x80h cm - Inch 47.2x14.2x31.5h

FINISHES EXTENDABLE VERSION
- BRONZE STRAW MARQUETRY / GLOSSY NATURAL BRASS *
- TECHNICAL SHAGREEN FABRIC / SATIN NATURAL BRASS **

* CODE: 048308 CA825 C0056
** CODE: 048308 CA881 C0041
JULIAN

Elegant console with tapered legs connecting to the top with an accurate 45° junction. The console features a telescopic system, with two integrated extensions that can be pulled out on both sides. When closed, the vertical part of the extension fills the side of the console and the horizontal part hides behind the crosspiece underneath the console drawers. The drawers feature metallic handles and the internal is finished with Black Maple Wood.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
135x42x90h cm - Inch 53.1x16.5x35.4h

MAX. EXTENSION
215x42x90h cm - Inch 84.6x16.3x35.4h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

MANHATTAN

Pedestal table marked by its linear design and the bridge shape.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
44x44x110h cm - Inch 17.3x17.3x43.3h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

CODE: 041151 CA336 C0053

CODE: 048890 CA918 C4856
The Orizzonte console stands out for its neat design, marked by the reduced thickness of the top and the legs. The tubular structure - in metal or covered with leather - embraces the top in a very elegant way.

MADE IN ITALY.

**DIMENSIONS**
140x40x80h cm - Inch 55.1x15.7x31.4h

**FINISHES**
- CANALETTO WALNUT / CORTECCIA BROWN LEATHER (CUOIO)
- GOLDEN SEA WAVES LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

* CODE: 050108 CA941 C4856
** CODE: 050108 CA569 C1084
**Matrix**

Four consoles to mix together or display separately. The medium size is perfect also as a coffee table, while the two smaller ones can be used as side/occasional tables. Base structure in metal with triangular section, which creates a particular effect thanks to the reflection of light. Extra thin top of only 1 cm. The Matrix range features the same base structure of the Nathan collection of dining tables.

**Made in Italy.**

**Dimensions**

160x40x75h cm  
140x60x40h cm  
60x60x60h cm  
60x45x60h cm

Inch 63x15.7x29h  
Inch 55x23.6x15.7h  
Inch 23.6x23.6x23.6h  
Inch 23.6x17.7x23.6h

**Finishes**

- Black Straw Marquetry / Satin Light Brass
- Canaletto Walnut / Satin Light Brass
- Onyx-Textured Metal / Satin Light Brass

*Code: 049331 CA885 C0020 (160 cm) / 049330 CA885 C0020 (140 cm) / 049329 CA885 C0020 (60x60 cm)
SEINE

Set of three bridge-shaped consoles, made with thick veneered panels. Available in many different finishes, from classic to more particular ones.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
125x44x70.5h cm - Inch 49.2x17.3x27.8h
148x50x94h cm - Inch 58.3x19.7x37h
180x50x110h cm - Inch 70.9x19.7x43.3h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO
- BLACK MAPLE
- MUD DRAFTED STUCCO
- VINTAGE BROWN OAK

* CODE: 040397 CA862 C0020 (110H CM) / 040393 CA862 C0020 (94H CM)
OFFSET

Offset is a range comprising four different pieces: a console, a large coffee table and two side/small tables. The linear design - featuring a thick wood top and metal legs with squared section - is enriched by a decorative maze motif: to obtained this result, metal inlays are placed in carvings made in the walnut mass directly. Another version, in oak, does not feature the metal maze decoration. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

CONSOLE
128x35x80h cm
inch 50.39x13.78x31.5h

COFFEE TABLE
128x130x35h cm
inch 50.39x51.2x13.77h

LARGE SIDE TABLE
68.5x35x60h cm
inch 27x13.77x23.6h

SMALL SIDE TABLE
42x35x60h cm
inch 16.5x13.77x23.6h

FINISHES

BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS

CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN NATURAL BRASS •

• CODE: 050106 CA986 C4856
SET OF CONSOLES
BOCCHERINI

Small round table with x-shaped legs and metal base.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 64x61 cm - Inch Ø 25.2x24h

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS
SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD / SATIN BLACK NICKEL

CHARLIE

Low table with rectangular top. The most distinctive feature of the Charlie range is the semicircular shape of the legs, which exactly reproduces the shape and radium size of the armrest of the Beethoven sofa. Also this range shows a clear association with the Art Déco style and culture.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
210x75x41h cm - Inch 82.7x29.5x16.1h

FINISHES
SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD

*CODE: 045943 CA809 C1253

CODE: 048063 CA809 C1253 (210 CM)
DANZICA

Low table available in rectangular and squared version, made with very thick veneered panels.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
150x150x30h cm - Inch 59x59x11.8h
140x140x30h cm - Inch 55x55x11.8h
130x130x30h cm - Inch 51.2x51.2x11.8h
130x65x30h cm - Inch 51.2x25.6x11.8h
160x90x30h cm - Inch 63x35.4x11.8h

FINISHES
- BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO
- BLACK MAPLE
- BROWN MAHOGANY
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- BLACK DRAFTED LIQUID METAL ASHWOOD
- MUD DRAFTED STUCCO
- WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO

* CODE: 043967 CA862 C0020 (130X130 CM)
DESCARTES

Low table available in a squared version and in a rectangular one. The rounded profiles of the top are in metal.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
120x120x38 cm - Inch 47.3x47.3x15h
150x70x38 cm - Inch 59.1x27.6x15h

FINISHES
WHITE GOLD LEAF / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
CODE: 048163 CA835 C0461 (150X70 CM)

EQUIPE

Small square low table made with a thick wooden base and top, which can both be used as supporting surfaces. This small table rests on two metal ribbon legs built flush into the top and base. Equipe can be used either as a low small table or as a bedside table and is available in only one size.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
50x50x50h cm - Inch 19.7x19.7x19.7h

FINISHES
BROWN MAHOGANY / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS
• CODE: 048315 CA832 C0373
ESAGONO

Small table/stool with an irregular hexagonal base. The solid Canaletto Walnut option features two curved holes that serve as handles, to make this piece easier to move. A particularly playful version features sides in Grey Arboreo contrasting with the lacquer on the top, available in three colors.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
35x35x39h cm - Inch 13.8x13.8x15.4h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT
- GREY ARBOREO / DARK BLUE LACQUER
- GREY ARBOREO / FOREST GREEN LACQUER
- GREY ARBOREO / RED LACQUER

CODE: 047788 CA918 C4856

CODE: 047788 CA518 C1336 (DARK BLUE LACQUER)

CODE: 047788 CA518 C0086 (FOREST GREEN LACQUER)

CODE: 047788 CA518 C0074 (RED LACQUER)
**ARMANI / CASA**

**GALASSIA**

Galassia is a set of three squared small tables with different height, so that they can be placed under each other. The thickness of the top and legs is always 4 cm. Galassia small tables can be used in several ways, either placed singularly or together. This set comes in wood, leather or in a very precious finish made in Indonesia: Marine Pen shell, a combination of black and grey shell slices disposed to create a striped square on the top.

MADE IN ITALY (Wood and leather versions).
MADE IN INDONESIA (Shell version).

---

**DIMENSIONS**

50x50x50h cm – Inch 19.7x19.7x19.7h
40x40x45h cm – Inch 15.7x15.7x17.7h
30x30x40h cm – Inch 11.8x11.8x15.7h

---

**FINISHES**

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- BRUSHED GREIGE OAK
- MARINE PEN SHELL
- THIN LEATHER (COLOR TO CHOOSE)

---

**CODE:**

- 048534 CA975 C1842
- 048534 CA907 C1654
- 048534 CA900 C0074
LINK

Set of three coffee tables with rhomboidal shape. The structure features a base and a top element linked by four legs with the same section. The elements can be combined to create different geometric figures. Available in four different versions, featuring wood, metal and leather with shagreen effect print. The colored leather version can be bought as a set of three like all other options but also individually. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

SINGLE ELEMENT:
52x30x50h cm - Inch 20.5x11.8x19.7h

HEXAGONAL COMPOSITION:
69x60x50h cm - Inch 27.1x23.6x19.7h

FINISHES

CANALETTO WALNUT *

CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS **

GREIGE SHAGREEN EFFECT LEATHER / CANALETTO WALNUT

BLUE/GREEN/RED SHAGREEN EFFECT LEATHER / CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS ***
JINGO

Coffee table inspired by the Jingo range of dining ones. This iconic piece is presented in a different height without losing its defining traits, like the precious round top and the four legs with triangular section. The coffee table features a marvelous top in Emerald Quartzite. Differently from the dining table, this version does not have any metal profile on the top and the legs.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 120x35h cm - Inch Ø 47.2x13.78h

FINISHES
EMERALD QUARTZITE / CANALETTO WALNUT

LESTER

Low table with thin top, enriched by a frame with square section in metal. The top lies on two light elements, convergent in a V shape. All edges are slightly rounded.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
150x75x28h cm - Inch 59.1x29.5x11h

FINISHES
CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

• CODE 049326 CA976 C0086

• CODE: 048950 CA954 C1110

SMALL AND COFFEE TABLES
LARRY

Rectangular small table with light and minimal design. The double structure of the legs with C shape holds the upper shelf, where the drawer is positioned with an almost invisible system that creates a particular suspension effect. Drawer with inside in Canaletto Walnut and metal details in Satin Light Brass. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
60x45x60h cm - Inch 23.6x17.7x23.6h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS •
- FOREST GREEN LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS **

• CODE: 048945 CA963 C4856

** CODE: 048945 CA542 C0086
MELROSE

The Melrose range includes a set of two round coffee tables – that can be bought separately – and a round dining table. The coffee tables feature three legs and a base structure in metal. The curved legs are built directly into the metal profile of the top. The top has a reduced thickness of only 2.2 cm, to highlight the concept of lightness. Available in two different sizes, the Melrose coffee tables can be placed one close to the other and partially overlap.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 100x38h cm - Inch Ø 39.4x15h
Ø 68x35h cm - Inch Ø 26.8x13.8h

FINISHES
- BLACK CRACKLED LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- VINTAGE BROWN OAK / SATIN LIGHT BRASS
- WHITE GOLD STRIPED STUCCO / SATIN LIGHT BRASS

NET

Net is a small squared table with four legs, available in one size only. The table is entirely made with Emerald Quartzite: to ensure lightness, the inner structure is in aluminum honeycomb. Panels are combined to maintain the continuity of the veins.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
40x40x45h cm - Inch 15.7x15.7x17.7h

FINISHES
- EMERALD QUARTZITE
NILO
The squared coffee table Nilo features a thin top in Grey Colombian Marble. The copper streaks of the marble perfectly match with the frame in Satin Light Brass. The legs are made of methacrylate. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
90x90x35h cm - Inch 35.4x35.4x13.8h

FINISHES
GREY COLOMBIAN MARBLE / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / TRANSPARENT METHACRYLATE

NINFEA
Ninfea is a range of coffee tables with methacrylate legs. The thin top is made in Egypt Lacquer, a finish combining different techniques: a yellow metallic paint is applied on a technical fabric and, when it is dry, the fabric is crumpled to crack the paint and create an irregular surface. The fabric is then applied on a panel and coated with a protective transparent lacquer. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
130x130x35h cm - Inch 51.2x51.2x13.8h

FINISHES
EGYPT LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / TRANSPARENT METHACRYLATE
NORIGAMI

Norigami takes inspiration from the idea of a folded sheet of paper transformed into a coffee table. Two identical elements placed closely create the illusion of two bridge tables crossing each other. Norigami is extra thin (2 cm only) and presents a linear design, contrasting with the exclusive finishes in which it is available. Among those, Sky Lacquer is particularly precious since it is entirely hand painted: the inspiration for this material came from the work of the Romantic English painter John Constable (1776 - 1837) and his Cloud Studies. Norigami can be purchased individually or as a set of several elements, in order to create different compositions. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
SINGLE PIECE
94x105x30h cm - Inch 37x41.3x11.8h

FINISHES
GREY ARBOREO *
SKY LACQUER **

* CODE: 048961 CA013 C2443
** CODE: 048961 CA332 C1432
ORESTE

Oreste is a small table with crossed legs. It is available in different versions: the option in Brushed Brown Oak features a tray top that can be chosen squared or rectangular. The base and the tray have to be ordered separately. The chessboard Fair in the Armani/Casa accessories collection is designed to fit into the Oreste tray. Other options of the Oreste table feature, instead, regular tops (not tray) in precious finishes, available with square top.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS

RECTANGULAR:
80x50x53h cm - Inch 31.5x19.7x20.9h

SQUARED:
60x60x53h cm - Inch 23.6x23.6x20.9h

FINISHES

WITH TRAY TOP:
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK *

WITH FLAT TOP:
- BLACK STRAW MARQUETRY /
- BLACK BEECH /
- SATIN NATURAL BRASS
- GREY LIZARD EFFECT LEATHER /
- SATIN BLACK NICKEL
- SODALITE /
- CANALETTO WALNUT /
- SATIN LIGHT BRASS **

** CODE: 048077 CA967C 0034

* CODE: 045229 CA336 C0053 (FOLDING BASE) / 045230 CA336 C0053 (TRAY)
ARMANI / CASA

OTTAWA

Low occasional table with round shape and five legs.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 70x45h cm - Inch Ø 27.6x17.7h

FINISHES
- BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO
- BROWN MAHOGANY
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- GREY SHAGREEN
- MICRO CRACKLED LACQUER
- MUD DRAFTED STUCCO
- PATINATED LINEN
- WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO
- WHITE SHAGREEN

* CODE: 043966 CA824 C3841
** CODE: 043966 CA931 C1110

SMALL AND COFFEE TABLES
PARIS
Occasional table with bridge shape, marked by its thick veneered panels.
MADE IN ITALY

DIMENSIONS
65x40x60h cm - Inch 25.6x15.7x23.6h

FINISHES
BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO
BLACK MAPLE
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
MUD DRAFTED STUCCO
WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO

SAN FRANCISCO
Set of low bridge consoles that can be used as coffee tables, made with very thick veneered panels.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
100x44x44h cm - Inch 39.4x17.3x17.3h
150x44x44h cm - Inch 59.1x17.3x17.3h
200x44x44h cm - Inch 78.7x17.3x17.3h

FINISHES
BLACK DRAFTED STUCCO
BLACK MAPLE
BRUSHED BROWN OAK
MUD DRAFTED STUCCO
WHITE GOLD DRAFTED STUCCO

* CODE: 041163 CA862 C0020 (200 CM)
**TOMMY**

Small G- and A-shaped tables in wood with different finishes.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

40x40x42.5h cm - Inch 15.7x15.7x16.7h

**FINISHES**

- BLACK LACQUER *
- BROWN LACQUER
- WHITE GOLD
- DRAFTED STUCCO

* CODE: 044351 CA862 C0020 (LETTER A) / 044352 CA862 C0020 (LETTER G)
TOMMY Small tables/CROQUIS Rug
CIMAROSA

Round bedside table with x-shaped legs featuring a drawer built into the top frame. The guide rails of the drawers are in wood, to save room inside the drawer. Metal base.
MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
Ø 50x50.5h cm - Inch Ø 19.7x19.9h

FINISHES
- BLACK MAPLE / GLOSSY NATURAL BRASS
- BROWN MAHOGANY / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
- BROWN TAMO / SMOKED GOLD
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK / BRONZED BRASS
- METAL LACQUER / SATIN BLACK NICKEL
- SHINY SANTOS ROSEWOOD / SATIN BLACK NICKEL
- WHITE GOLD LEAF / SATIN NATURAL BRASS

* CODE: 048092 CA809 C1253
COMO

Small table with or without drawer, made with thick veneered panels. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
50x50x50h cm - Inch 19.7x19.7x19.7h

FINISHES
BRUSHED BROWN OAK *

CODE: 040338 CA336 C0053 (WITHOUT DRAWER)
**DAMASIO**

Bedside table with x-shaped legs that support a square storage unit with rounded corners and one drawer. The oak version features legs in solid wood, while the others have legs and top profiles in metal.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

55x55x45h cm - Inch 21.7x21.7x17.7h

**FINISHES**

- BLACK STRAW MARQUETRY / SATIN NATURAL BRASS *
- BROWN MAHOGANY / SATIN NATURAL BRASS
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK

**DAVID 3**

The David range of chests of drawers includes also a bedside table, available in two different sizes.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

52x42.5x44.5h cm - Inch 20.5x16.8x17.6h
72x42.5x44.5h cm - Inch 28.4x16.8x17.6h

**FINISHES**

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK *
**EAST**

East is an elegant bridge bedside table with drawer. The drawer features traditional wooden guide rails and is entirely finished with wood.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

50x50x50h cm - Inch 19.7x19.7x19.7h

**FINISHES**

- NATURAL PARCHMENT /
- BLACK MAPLE /
- BLACK PAINTED STEEL
- TECHNICAL SHAGREEN FABRIC /
- SATIN NATURAL BRASS

**CODE:** 048337 CA881 C0041

---

**GIO**

This bedside table recalls the classic Armani/Casa bridge shape, introducing a circular section. The top is upholstered with Faro technical fabric.

**MADE IN ITALY.**

**DIMENSIONS**

Ø 50x50h cm - Inch Ø 19.7x19.7h

**FINISHES**

- BRUSHED BROWN OAK /
- FARO FABRIC (TR593 MUD)

**CODE:** 048535 CA336 C0053
ARMANI / CASA

LARRY

Rectangular bedside table with light and minimal design. The double structure of the legs with C-shape holds the upper shelf, where the drawer is positioned with an almost invisible system that creates a particular suspension effect. Drawer with inside in Canaletto Walnut.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
60x45x50h cm - Inch 23.6x17.7x19.7h

FINISHES
PATINATED LINEN / GOLD LIQUID METAL

MENEIO

Meneo is a bedside table conceived to match with the Morfeo bed. It features rounded edges and a single extractable shelf moving on a flat slide, refined with a back bar to prevent objects from falling.

MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
60x45x45h cm - Inch 23.6x17.7x17.7h

FINISHES
VINTAGE BROWN OAK / TECHNICAL CHINCHILLA FABRIC

* CODE: 048944 CA962 C0460
MILTON

Milton is a bedside table conceived to match with the Martin bed. It features a base structure in solid wood with rounded legs. It has one drawer without visible handles, with inner pad in technical fabric. The distinctive trait of this bedside table is given by the legs that reach the top frame with a rounded edge. MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
55x45x50 cm - Inch 21.6x17.7x19.7h

FINISHES
- BRUSHED BROWN OAK
- BRUSHED GREIGE OAK / TECHNICAL PEARL GOLD FABRIC

ODINO

Odino is a range of chest of drawers which includes also a bedside table. This product has been designed to match with the Oris bed, but thanks to its neat look it can be the ideal choice also for other beds within the Armani/Casa collection. Odino is available in two rich versions, one in lacquer and the other in wood. Both options featured a drawer front in Nara fabric (color TX073 - Sage/Black). MADE IN ITALY.

DIMENSIONS
50x40x45 cm - Inch 19.68x15.74x17.7h

FINISHES
- CANALETTO WALNUT / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / NARA FABRIC
- METALLIZED DARK GREEN LACQUER / SATIN LIGHT BRASS / NARA FABRIC